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Objectives of this session

1. Quick introduction to the value of results-based
finance in education
2. Overview of the Education Outcomes Fund
– Where it came from
– Value proposition
– A few technical issues

3. If time: Building the broader market / ecosystem
for outcomes commissioning
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Input based finance in action
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A pervasive problem in education:
More funding ≠ more learning
Wide range of
spending efficiency

Learning-Adjusted Years of
Schooling

14

“We have learned that
more
funding
often
doesn’t lead to better
education. More money
may be necessary, but it
is not sufficient, to tackle
the learning crisis.”
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15,000

- Owen Barder, Centre for
Global Development

Paying for learning outcomes improves our
chances of achieving them

Greater focus on outcomes (+ accountability)

Find context-specific
solutions
(to the whole problem)

Students

Teachers

Data-driven
adaptation and
innovation

Greater coordination
among NGOs to work
together

Community Infrastructure

Scale impact, not just interventions
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EOF brings together world leaders in education and
impact investing
An initiative
of:

Chaired by:

Leadership
team:
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Sir Ronald Cohen

Gordon Brown

Chair
Co-founder of Apax
Partners, Chair of the
Global Steering
Group on Impact
Investing

Advisory Board Chair
United Nations Special
Envoy for Global
Education and former
Prime Minister of the
United Kingdom

Dr Amel Karboul

Jared Lee

CEO
Commissioner on the
Education Commission,
Secretary General of the
Maghreb Economic Forum,
and former Tourism
Minister of Tunisia

Principal
Former Head of
Policy at the UK’s
National Advisory
Board on Impact
Investment, Team
Leader at Bain & Co.

How it will work in each country
Developing country
Governments

Outcomes cofunders

1

Set objectives and
commit funding

7

•
•

Set rate card and
commission providers

2

Service
providers
Deliver services and
achieve outcomes

3
Invest and
support

Impact
investors

4

Children and
youth
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6 Pay for outcomes achieved

5
Evaluate
outcomes

3rd party
evaluators

Build Government
capacity
Disseminate policy
lessons

Project pipeline
We are currently considering ~10 countries for first pilots
Potential first projects
•

•
•
•
•
•

Burkina
Faso
Ghana
Jordan
Liberia
Kenya
Nigeria

•
•
•
•
•

Morocco: Expand quality
early childhood education

Morocco
Rwanda
Senegal
S. Africa
Zambia

Turkmenistan

Lebanon Syria
Iraq
Israel
Jordan

Tunisia

Algeria

Mauritania
Senegal
Guinea
Sierra
Leone
Liberia

Potential 2nd wave

Uzbekistan

Mali

Libya

Sudan
Chad

Burkina
Faso
Nigeria

The DRC

•
•
•
•
•

Chad
Cote
d'Ivoire
Egypt,
Ethiopia
Lebanon
Liberia

•
•
•
•
•

Palestine
Tanzania
Tunisia
Uganda
Zimbabwe

Ghana: Strengthening
education provision in Angola
the rural North of Ghana

Zambia

Somalia

Tanzania

Rwanda: Early
childhood
education, and
skills for work

Malawi
Mozambique

Zimbabwe
Namibia
Botswana
South
Africa

Lesotho
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Eritrea

Ethiopia
South
Central
African Rep. Sudan
Benin Cameroon
Uganda Kenya
Côte
Togo
Congo
d'Ivoire
Gabon
Rwanda
Ghana

Afghanistan

Jordan: Pakistan
Scaling
Saudi
cost-effective
Arabia
refugee education

Egypt

Niger

Iran

Madagascar

South Africa: Improvements
in 3rd grade literacy and
numeracy for public schools

A few key aspects of the value proposition

1. Programmatically pay for outcomes on behalf of
donors and governments
2. Build institutional capacity to do so efficiently and
effectively (a ‘centre of excellence’ )

3. Build the broader ecosystem and government
capacity to commission outcomes
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Implementation roadmap
Targeting 2019 / 2020 to launch first funds

•

•

Wave 1:

Wave 2:

“Proof of concept”

Expansion and rollout

Demonstrate proof of
concept for outcomes funds
in a range of settings /
models
Targeting high impact but
relatively ‘safer’
environments

•

Expansion and repeatability
across the region

•

Moving into more challenging
settings; more need-based
focus

Develop institutional capacity /
learning curve & scale economies
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On a like-for-like basis, we believe this approach will
achieve more outcomes and better value for money
Impact ROI of EOF vs. input-based grants
Outcomes achieved per dollar deployed

ILLUSTRATIVE

Driven by:
1. Improved program performance
2. Co-ordination across multiple interventions
3. Transparency on cost effectiveness

Value
drivers

Cost
drivers

Range
Range

Range

Additional nonprogram costs
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Additional system
investments

Estimated benefits of approach

Strong focus on developing technical solutions to historic
challenges of pay-for-success (examples)
Historic challenge

EOF approach

‘Cherry picking’
the easiest
cohorts

Use ‘cohort pricing’ to promote equity by
paying more for outcomes from more
marginalized populations (girls, disabled ...)

Undue focus on
thresholds

Reward all learning gains, using a ‘distance
travelled’ approach – incentivizing lifting
the bottom and the top of the class

Narrowing the
value of
education

Measure what matters, going beyond core
academic skills like literacy and numeracy
to capture breadth of learning in payment
metrics
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An mature, efficient ecosystem would have specialist funds for
both the commissioning and investment sides
Donor

Donor

Donor
Fund
contributions

Outcomes fund
Outcomes
commissioning
Service
provider

Service
provider

Impact bond
investment fund

Service
provider
Working capital
(impact bonds)
Legend:

Fund investments

Investor
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Investor

Investor

Funding flow
Funding flow
(outcome
contingent)

We will support market development in our partner countries to
move towards maturity
Market maturity curve for outcomes commissioning
(‘market infrastructure’)

UK
USA

Burkina
Faso

South Africa
Rwanda

Morocco

Nascent /
discovery

Ground zero
•

•

No projects or
required new
capabilities among
gov’t and
investors
Limited provider
capacity
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•

•

First PFS / impact
bond projects
contracted
All parties in the
system learning
the approach

Developing
•
•

•

Proof of concept from a
number of programs
Familiarity and experience
with the approach among
many market participants
Emergence of specialist
investors who focus on
providing working capital

Maturity
•
•

•
•

Broad capabilities among
market participants
Mature market of service
providers with evaluation and
management capabilities
Multiple specialist impact bond
investment funds
Government a sophisticated,
regular buyer of outcomes

Backup
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The role of non-state actors
Ancillary services

Core delivery

• Capacity and capability to
strengthen public systems e.g.:
- Teacher support
- Management support

• Limited Government provision
of Early Childhood and TVET
today – strong rationale for
private sector

• Bring innovation – e.g.,
- Delivery approaches
- Technological solutions

(scaling successful innovations
take PPPs – Brookings Millions
Learning report)
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• Growing use of PPPs to bring
management capacity
• Complementary / catch up
education for out of school
children

Where does EOF fit?
EOF will strengthen overall architecture for education
Landscape of key international financing mechanisms for global education:

Illustrative

Recipient

Non-repayable finance

Source of finance
Government
Domestic Gov’t
expenditure

Government

Non-state

Public education systems

Education providers & programs

Domestic governments have
primary responsibility for
financing public education

Govt. funds (from all sources) can
also be used to finance or subsidise
non-state actors

Bilateral donor
agencies

Grant finance
International grants /
philanthropy
(including grant
elements of ODA)

(IFFEd)

Repayable
finance
Debt and private
investment (including
debt elements of ODA)
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Note:
Thisand
schematic

Private
philanthropy

AFRICAN
DEVELOPMENT
BANK

Private
investors
DFIs, e.g.:

Impact
bond
funds

EOF to provide
programmatic
results based
finance for non-state
actors, in line with
national education
strategies…

…with impact bond
funds providing
upfront investment
and capacity building

intended to illustrate primary positioning only, and actors shown may have a broader role in some instances

Why another fund?
Aligning non-state actors to ESPs, with programmatic RBF
Education Sector Plans

Address gap in the architecture for non-state actors:
1. Increase program transparency, accountability and innovation
using RBF
2. Ensure consistent alignment to government priorities / ESPs
3. Reduce funding fragmentation

4. Crowd in private investment
5. Improve the efficient use of RBF
6. Policy insights – what works at what cost
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Suggested rationale for EOF being housed within GPE
1. A coordinated strategy for developing country partners
- Alignment to ESPs, LEGs & private sector strategy
- Government capacity building / relationships
2. Combat ‘fund fragmentation’, and move towards a more
unified education financing framework for donor agencies
3. Sharing of expertise and ‘what works’ in education
- EOF as a learning engine in each local context
- Complimentary to the Knowledge and Innovation Exchange
4. Cost sharing on overheads
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One option if GPE stays in the World Bank –
a ‘family of funds’ structure
Sufficient independence for each
to pursue mission and mandate

Other funds
(ECW, Global
Book Alliance,
etc.)

Some common infrastructure, services and governance within the
World Bank, to ensure efficiency and alignment
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Organisation: In country teams embedded within
ministries of education, supported by strong central team
Ministries of education
(+other relevant ministries)

Managing Director

Country directors
Country
Country directors
teams

Central program team

Operational support

Team:

Per country:
• Country director
• Analysts (x2)

•
•
•

Education Directors (x2)
M&E Director
Manager / Analysts (x4)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategy / Ops Director
Donor Relations Dir.
HR Support
Legal director
Finance manager
Business Support (x2)

Remit:

•
•

•

‘Centre of excellence’ for
commissioning outcomes
and impact bonds
Support country teams with
design and execution of
local funds
Disseminate learning and
best practices in education
and outcomes funding

•
•
•
•

Support fund operations
New country development
Performance improvement
Donor & public relations

•

Local execution of the fund
Work closely with ministries
to ensure alignment with
govt. policy priorities
Lead on capacity building
within Government

•

•
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Design principles
The role of state vs. nonstate actors

Target populations &
outcomes

Intervention types &
delivery models

11

EOF will only support
programs that have clear
demand from the
Government, and are
integrated within the
government’s education
strategy

4

EOF will keep a broad
remit to support
Government priorities
across the whole education
lifecycle, from ECD to K-12
to TVET and adult learning

7

EOF will only support
programs that can
demonstrate a sustained
increase in learning
outcomes, beyond an
individual cohort

22

EOF will typically fund nonstate actors, rather than
the state itself - funding will
be provided for partner
organisations to work in
conjunction with
governments

5

EOF will disproportionately
focus on underserved
populations, such as girls,
children with disabilities, and
refugee populations

8

EOF will typically
commission a ‘prime
contractor’ to lead wholecommunity-based
interventions, addressing all
the barriers to learning in
each community

33

EOF will fund both
ancillary services and core
provision of private
education, where there is
clear demand from the
Government

6

EOF will primarily focus on
improving the quality of
learning outcomes, with
access and relevance as
secondary priorities

9

EOF will prioritise the use
of technology, and ed-tech
initiatives that can help
‘leapfrog’ attainment levels
as well as support costeffective evaluation
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Note: see appendix for rationale for each principle

Co-ordinate a fragmented ecosystem of service providers around a
common set of objectives (1/2)
Traditional funding models
Fragmented, uncoordinated and inefficient at a system level

Donor

$

Donor

$

Provider

School

$

Provider

School
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Donor

$

Provider

School

•

Many donors pursuing separate, uncoordinated
(and sometimes conflicting) strategies

•

May not support government priorities (risk of
parallel systems / efforts), and challenging for
Government to engage across multiple donors

•

Providers competing for funding and recognition,
incentivising competition vs. collaboration

•

Lack of transparency of impact means highimpact programs are often unable to scale, while
low-impact programs continue to be funded

•

Uncoordinated targeting of services leads to
inefficient overall delivery vs. needs

•

Lack of equity for beneficiaries - high
concentration of providers targeting certain
populations, while others are neglected

Donor

$

Provider

School

Co-ordinate a fragmented ecosystem of service providers around a
common set of objectives (2/2)
Funding through a pooled outcomes fund
Coordinated and efficient at a system level

Donor

$

Donor

Donor

$

$

Outcomes Fund

•

Donors pool resources towards common
objectives, combating aid fragmentation

•

Easy for Government to engage to ensure these
fit with existing initiatives and policy priorities

•

Providers rewarded on outcomes are incentivised
to form consortiums, to coordinate their efforts
and draw on the best of each of their capabilities
in systematically addressing barriers to learning

•

Prime contractors play key co-ordination role,
allocating resources across programs based on
needs and intervention effectiveness

•

Beneficiaries receive targeted interventions
driven by a co-ordinated, needs based strategy

•

Equitable and efficient allocation of resources
across the defined target population

Donor

$
Govt.

$
Prime contractor

Provider

School

Provider

School
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Provider

School

Provider

School

The pricing equation
The shift from cost per beneficiary, to price per outcome
The pricing equation: (‘cost plus’ approach)
Price

Cost

=
Outcome

Beneficiary
Forecast

÷

Outcomes

+
Beneficiary
Forecast (!!)

Margin, risk
premium &
cost of capital
Theoretical

A few observations:

1.

2.

3.

Its a big mindset shift:
everyone today thinks
cost per beneficiary

Paying more per
beneficiary can mean
less per outcome

The uncertainty is
unavoidable

“My program costs
$31 per child”

E.g. - paying 5x more
per beneficiary, but 10x
the success rate = half
the cost per outcome

We don’t know what
will work – and
therefore how much
we should pay

...
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Donor funding commitments:
Global outcomes funds

EOF Global

- Unrestricted funds from aid
agencies, philanthropy etc.
Strategic allocations from global
funds to support country programs

Country / program outcomes
funds
- Domestic contributions or
- earmarked donor funds for
specific countries or programs
Legend

EOF country funding programs:
Country 1

Country 2

= donor funding commitments
= EOF pool of outcomes funds or commitments
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Country 3

Country ...

6 strategic objectives

1

BETTER
FUNDING

Improve the effectiveness of funding for education, helping funds
from government, donors and philanthropy achieve greater and
more certain impact, and better value for money

2

MORE
FUNDING

Attract additional funding for education across a range of types of
capital and sources including from donors, investors, and
governments

3

STRONGER
SYSTEMS

Create sustainably stronger systems, building the capacity of
education systems, providers, governments as commissioners, and
the broader enabling environment

4

KNOWLEDGE
support policy makers on current learning levels, ‘what works’ in
AND DATA
each local context, and the cost efficiency of different programs

5

BETTER
ALIGNMENT

Improve alignment among actors in the education ecosystem,
combating fragmentation by creating new partnerships for donors,
investors, Government and providers to work together

6

BETTER
FINANCIAL
TOOLS

Develop outcomes funds and impact bonds as development tools to be effective, efficient, and scalable, and allowing them to play a
major role in achieving the SDGs, in education and beyond
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Provide new and better knowledge and data-collecting tools to

Broad engagement through the design process so far

4 developing
country partner
governments
Ghana

Morocco

Rwanda

South Africa

Note:Private
Logosand
are
not exhaustive
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25+ donor
organizations

35+ service
provider
organizations

20+ investors,
intermediaries
and evaluators

A new partnership model, centred around outcomes
Government helps set
target outcomes and
co-funds outcomes

Government

Investors can do
well by doing good

Target
outcomes
Outcomes funders
pay for results,
after they are
achieved
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Service providers

Service providers
deliver programs under a
new way of workings

We face a global learning crisis, that is most severe in
the MEA region
Median percentage of students in late primary school
scoring below minimum proficiency level
The MEA region is at the heart of the
learning crisis, with the youngest and
fastest growing population in the
world, as well as the highest rates of
children failing to learn

100

80

60

40

86

93
60

52

58
45

20
30

34
19

14

0

Annual
pop.
growth

Sub-Saharan
Africa

Middle East
and North
Africa

Latin America
and the
Caribbean

East Asia
and
Pacific

Europe and
Central
Asia

2.7%

1.7%

1.1%

0.7%

0.6%
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Source:
World
Bank, World Development Report 2018: Learning to Realize

Education's Promise

Math
Reading

Mobilising new sources of innovative finance
Innovative financing has been
under-utilised in education,
vs. other sectors

EOF is one of two main innovative financing
initiates to come out of the Education
Commission’s recommendations

Innovative financing raised
globally by sector since 2000

“The most promising
proposals that should be
further developed
include education impact
bonds…”

First initiative:

The International
Finance Facility for
Education (IFFEd)
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Source:
Learning
Generation Report

Second initiative:

…backed by a strong advisory board of leaders from
across sectors
Who

Bio

Who

Bio

Gordon
Brown

UN Special Envoy for
Global Education & former
UK PM

Jakaya
Kikwete

Former President of
Tanzania, & former Chair of
the African Union

Sir
Ronald
Cohen

Co-founder of Apax
Partners, Chair of the GSG
on Impact Investing

Strive
Masiyiwa

Zimbabwean businessman &
philanthropist; Chairman &
Founder of Econet

Mohamed
Amersi

Chairman, Amersi
Foundation & Chairman,
Inclusive Ventures Group

Vanessa
Moungar

Director of Gender, Women
and Civil Society, AfDB

Sir
Michael
Barber

Founder and chair of
Delivery Associates and
former adviser to British
Prime Minister Tony Blair

Theo
Sowa

CEO of the African Women’s
Development Fund

Jamie
Cooper

Founding Chair &
President of Big Win
Philanthropy

Dr.
Ph.D; Director, Int'l
Commission on Financing
Justin
Van Fleet Global Education Opportunity

Aliko
Dangote

President & CEO of the
Dangote Group &
Chairman of the Dangote
Foundation

Rebecca
Winthrop
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Senior fellow & Director of the
Center for Universal
Education at Brookings

Our mission

1

2

3

Achieve better
learning and
employment
outcomes

Build the capacity of
education systems
and related
institutions

Develop outcomes
funds and impact
bonds as
development tools

...for millions of children
and youth, in support of
Sustainable
Development Goal 4

...building the capacity
of teaching institutions
as well as the
Governments, policy
makers, and service
providers that support
them

...to be effective,
efficient, and scalable,
and able to play a
major role in achieving
the SDGs in education
and beyond
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Results-based finance means different things to
different people
Funding for:

Results based finance means...
30% funding tied to mix of
outputs / outcomes (equity,
efficiency, learning)

Govern
ments

RBF primarily on outputs
(e.g., REACH*)
10% funding for outcomes
90% for outputs / activities

Nonstate
actors
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*Results
in and
Education
for All

80%+ funding tied to
learning outcomes (e.g.,
girls who can read & write)
Children

Backup: Supporting assumptions

Work in progress

Impact ROI of EOF vs. direct grants
Outcomes achieved per dollar deployed
Value

Description / assumptions

Additional
nonprogram
costs

EOF overhead

3-4%

Central overheads including management, finance, legal, HR etc.

Average return
paid to investors

9-12%

Total investor return over the life of fund, assuming project finance
requirement of ~15-20% of contract value, paying ~8% gross IRR

Additional
program
costs

EOF program
teams

5%

EOF in-country and central program teams, responsible for
commissioning, supporting programs, building govt. capacity, etc.

Capacity building
allowance

5%

Support for high-potential providers to develop requirements to
participate in EOF, e.g., improving data management systems

Additional M&E
costs

3-4%

Additional evaluation costs (on top of ‘business as usual’) for both
evaluating commissioned outcomes, and program evaluations

Total estimated additional costs

25-30%

Estimated
benefits of
approach

Unsuccessful
programs not
paid for

TBC:
5-20%?

Min range: % of impact bond contract value globally that has not
achieved targets. Max range: Study estimates of education aid
that does not yield results (anecdotally v high - need to investigate)

Lower program
cost per outcome

TBC:
25-40%?

Improvement in cost per outcome driven by improved performance
of existing programs, identifying most cost-effective interventions,
and improving co-ordination between programs
Rationale and evidence expanded on following pages

Total estimated benefits

30-70%?

Net SROI of EOF

5-40%?
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Delivery models
Five main models to support non-state actors
Objective:

Improve learning outcomes
in public schools

Provide out-of-school children
the opportunity to have a quality
education

Improve learning
outcomes in
private schools

Complimentary /
catch up
education

New schools /
infrastructure

Low-cost
community
school fund

Complimentary (or
accelerated / ‘catch
up’ education to
support children
who are out of
school to catch up
to grade level, and
be placed back into
public schools

Attract private
investment to build
schools for
underserved
populations
(particularly
refugees), and
ensure a quality
education results

An outcomes-based
fund to support
low-cost,
community-based
schools, to
incentivise learning
quality, and support
expansion of best
performing schools

Model:
State school
‘doctor’

School
management

(Ancillary services)

(PPPs)

Ancillary services to
diagnose and
address barriers to
learning at state
schools, both in the
school and the
surrounding
community

Private
management of feefree state schools,
for providers that
are achieving strong
results

Initial focus on well established models
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More innovative PFS models to
develop in future

So far, most DIBs have been expensive ‘pilots’ with high transaction
costs
% of practitioners citing factors related to
transaction costs as a challenge in impact bonds

"From our review of the
landscape, it is apparent that
the first impact bonds have
been time-intensive and
costly operations.“
-Brookings, 2015
"Transaction costs of both
principal and return can be
quite burdensome for
outcome payers. They must
also consider whether those
financing costs are truly
producing a saving over
other intervention programs"
-Devex, 2015

Source: Brookings, "The Potential and Limitations of Impact Bonds" (2015); Harvard Kennedy School,
"Improving
Social
Impact Bonds" (2016)
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Lowering transaction costs and ensuring impact bonds are an
efficient and effective development tool will be a key priority for EOF
IMPACT BONDS V 1.0
From small, expensive pilots today…

IMPACT BONDS V 2.0
…to a cost effective and efficient tool

Bespoke, individually designed
contracts, – with most DIBs designed in
isolation / ‘reinventing the wheel’

More standardised contracts, processes,
legal structures – building and sharing
public goods for efficient structuring and
commissioning

Small scale, pilot contracts, with small
pot of outcomes funds relative to the
contracting costs

Larger pools of outcomes funds per rate
card, allowing larger DIB contracts and /
or to ‘plug and play’ across multiple
similar contracts per issue area

Individual projects – that each require
all the overheads associated with
structuring an impact bond

Pooled funds for programs – using a rate
card to commission multiple contracts ,
and central expertise and resources to
structure contracts

High cost, bespoke M&E programmes
(e.g., RCTs)

Cost-effective evaluation, leveraging
technology and existing evaluation
frameworks to ensure M&E can be
achieved at high quality and low cost
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‘Impact bonds’ are a form of PFS contract between outcome funders,
service providers, investors and evaluators (note: they’re not ‘bonds’)
What is an impact bond?
An ‘impact bond’ is a contract whereby:

Repays investor on
basis of outcomes

$

1. An outcomes payer agrees to pay
for the outcomes that are achieved
by a program
2. Investors provide upfront working
capital to the service provider.
Investors receive a return only if the
outcomes are achieved

3. Results of the program are verified
by an independent evaluator,
based on pre-agreed metrics

Provides upfront
funding

$
Investor

Outcome
funder

Verifies outcomes
to trigger payments

Contract

Evaluator

Service
provider

Delivers outcomes
for beneficiaries

“[Impact Bonds] are among the more exciting and potentially promising instruments to recently
enter the innovative financing market… This approach transforms a development challenge
into an investible opportunity rather a problem.”
- World Bank
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Quote source: World Bank (link)

Governance: Key decisions will be made by the board and executive
committee, supported by various advisory bodies

Advisory bodies

Decision making bodies

Body
Board
(central)

Executive
committee
(central)

Technical
advisory
committee
(central)

In-country
partnership
committee
(local)
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Role

Membership

Example decisions / remit

Strategic
decision
making and
executive
accountability

•

•
•

Operational
decision
making

Support board
and executive
committee on
key technical
issues
Input and
engagement
with local
stakeholders

•

•
•
•
•

•

Major Donors
(>$50M)
Key advisory board
members
Managing Dir.
Strategy / Ops Dir.
Education & M&E
Directors
Country leads (as
needed)

•

Education & M&E
Directors
External technical
advisors (as
needed)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Country team
Government
Local donors
Investors
Civil society
Technical advisors

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Cadence

Establishment in a new country
Key design choices., e.g., EOF
stance on non-profits / for profit
Appointments of executive
team

6 monthly

Approving design choices for
country funds (objectives, etc.)
Service provider selection
In-country partner selection
Approving recommendations
from technical or in-country
committees

Monthly +
as needed

Recommending best practices
on key technical issues for
dissemination across EOF;
e.g., funding models,
contracting, M&E, etc.

Monthly

Recommendations and
engagement on country-level
operational decisions

Quarterly

Governance: Benefits and potential challenges of this structure
To be tested

Benefits
• Board ensures donor oversight on key strategic issues, and executive
accountability for fund performance
• Independent executive allows for rapid decision making on operational issues
(without being slowed down by competing priorities across multiple donors)
• In-country partnership committees ensures regular engagement with partners
and broader ecosystem in each country (without impeding decision making),
including government and civil society

Challenges / questions to resolve
• No decision-making role for host Governments? (may underplay their
prominence in the objectives of EOF)
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Thank you!
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